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On the occasion of International Women’s Day, 2022 United Nation’s presented 
“Gender equality today for a sustainable tomorrow” as its theme. The theme aimed to 
recognize and celebrate the women and girls who are leading the operations on 
climate change adaptation and response and honor their leadership and contribution 
towards a sustainable future. 
 
With this theme in mind, Complaints against Caste based Discrimination Committee 
of JUIT organized a webinar on March 8, 2022 titled “Conscious Transformation 
through Sustainability”. The guest for the talk was Ms. Shubhangi Ghosh an alumni 
of JUIT, currently pursuing her M.Tech in Biomedical engineering and 
Bioinformatics from Swami  Vivekanda State Technical University, Chhattisgarh. In 
the month of 2021 december, she started an initiative Sustainable India and also 
currently working with the Auroville, on project going circular and providing 
technical support to the various help groups in Chhattisgarh. 
 
HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE TALK- 
 
 Understanding the term Sustainability. How sustainability is linked with the 

Gratitude. We must understand the importance of being gratitude for all the days 
that went in happiness.  



 We are thankful to the almighty on the days when situation were tough and rough 
but we should also thank him for each of our day when everything was happy and 
peaceful. 

 We must not create any gender differentiation when we all are instrument of 
divine and grace. Divine is the higher power which has created us. No one is 
different in front of him. We all are equal. 

 The 17 sustainable developmental goals - No poverty; Zero hunger; Good health 
and well being; Quality education; Gender equality; Affordable and clean energy; 
Decent work and economic growth; Industry, innovation and infrastructure; 
Reduced inequalities; Sustainable cities and communities; Responsible 
consumption and production; Climate action; Life below water; Life on land; 
Peace, justice and strong institutions and Partnerships for the goals. 

 Vision of Sustainable India - Sustainable India works with the people from all 
level of society to help the Nation withstand crises and drive sustainable growth 
to improve quality of life for everyone. 

 Mission of Sustainable India - To help countries and citizens in their efforts to 
achieve sustainable human development to build their capacity to design and 
carry out development to build their capacity to design and carry out development 
programme and employment creation, sustainable livelihood, empowerment of 
women of the world.  

 How to become a part of Sustainable India Mission?  
Membership; Conference; Award and Projects. 

 In the end Ms. Shubhangi Ghosh concluded, The change is a continuous process, 
contribution from each individual is important. One can not undermine their 
contribution in the pathway of Sustainable India. 
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